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The General Snowpack Situation - Winter 2013/14

Storm over Cairngorm
The winter of 2013/14 was notably marked for the continual storms and significant snowfall above 600 metres in many areas
with “exceptional amounts” witnessed in Glencoe. Records from the Met Office National Climate Information Centre ( See
graph/maps below) indicate that the winter of 2014 (Dec 13 to April 14 ) was the wettest such period for Scotland overall for
100 years.
The first wave of storms arrived in late December 2013
bring the onset of storm force South to South-Westerly
winds, these continued for most of the winter. Snow started
to accumulate above 600 metres in all of the forecast areas,
Escaping the snowfall, the glens and valleys of the highlands did not get the same levels of precipitation and it was
perceived to be a mild and benign winter!.

Source: Met Office National Climate Information Centre

The first recorded avalanches took place in the latter part of
November, one triggered by a person on foot and many
others as a result of post storm thaws effecting the snowpack. Storms abated for a couple of days over the Christmas period with natural avalanche debris from storm period
activity observed in many areas. Storms, snow and poor
visibility returned again after this too brief respite, followed
by a general thaw in all areas but cold temperatures soon
returned and the snowpack stabilised. The pattern of one or two days of calm followed by new storms, poor visibility and
snowpack instability continued into March with many avalanches occurring, some human triggered, especially over the periods 17/18 Jan and 21-24 March (10 human triggered avalanches), these incidents were often
associated with colder temperatures, poorly bonded layers and snow accumulation due to
wind transportation forming unstable windslab.
Continual South and South-Westerly winds produced extremely large cornices overhanging
many Northerly aspects throughout the highlands from January, becoming progressively
larger as time went on, this presented a continual potential, but unpredictable situation regarding cornice collapse and the triggering of slopes. But their threat always remained!
The month of February presented a period of fluctuating warm and cold temperatures with
snowfall and rain. No human triggered avalanches were recorded during this month, but
many natural avalanches due to cornice collapse took place. March was generally stable in
Source: Met Office National Climate Information Centre
the early part with warmer temperatures and a diminishing snowpack in a number of areas,
slow downhill movement of the deep snow accumulations due to gravity produced ‘glide cracks’ on many slopes. From mid
month, colder temperatures with blizzard conditions returned with new accumulations forming unstable windslab, a period of
avalanche activity triggered by persons on foot and skiers/boarders occurred over a period of 4 days (see note above). The
end of March and the beginning of April saw a significant calming of the weather, warmer temperatures and cold nights this
brought the winter season quickly to an end.
In summary the winter was characterised by storms and a deep snowpack in many of the mountain regions. Snowpack instabilities and avalanche activity was common during and immediately after storms but the fluctuating temperatures quickly
stabilised the snowpack and presented a reduced avalanche hazard. However, no respite was presented, new storms kept
arriving and therefore did not allow any longer term stability.
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SAIS Operation

Personnel
Avalanche Hazard information is provided on a daily basis in the 5 main mountain areas of Scotland. Avalanche hazard assessment is achieved by traveling in the mountains on foot or by ski and carrying out snow profiles and field observations,
noting many factors which, when combined, provide an indication of the avalanche hazard. On return to base the weather
forecast provided by the Met office forecaster team Aberdeen is used for further information. An avalanche hazard forecast
is then determined, and after discussion between relevant SAIS forecasters an avalanche reports is published.
The avalanche reports are provided by SAIS Avalanche forecasters who have many years experience of avalanche hazard
assessment, ( in most cases over 15yrs) who have undergone an SAIS verification process, meet the relevant SAIS observer and forecaster standards and undergo continual professional development. Additionally, forecasters are very experienced
and committed climbers, skiers and outdoor enthusiasts who are competent in all the skills necessary for safe travel in the
most challenging of winter conditions. The team comprise Mountain Guides, instructors and avalanche experts from many
countries, their experience and professionalism is integral to providing the best avalanche forecasting service possible to all
persons that engage with the winter mountain environment of Scotland.

The SAIS team
SAIS SENIOR FORECASTERS
Paul Moores - Glencoe

Kathryn Grindrod

Arthur Paul - Glencoe

Keith Millar

Tom Rupar- Creag Meagaidh

Blair Fyffe

Wes Sterrit - Creag Meagaidh

Sandy Allan

Sam Noble - Southern Cairngorms

Colin Bruce

Paul Noble - Southern Cairngorms

Alistair Cain

Graham Moss - Lochaber

Iain Peter

Mark Diggins - Northern Cairngorms
Alan Dennis - SAIS
SAIS forecaster below crown wall
of cornice triggered avalanche Lochaber
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SAIS
FORECASTERS

Avalanche Hazard Information Reports
The charts below show avalanche hazard levels as a percentage of the number of SAIS operational days in the six SAIS
forecast areas during the winter 2013/14.

The most significant difference of this winter to that of 2012/13 is the reduced number of operational days, 133 last winter to
125 for the winter 2013/14. This year (2014) the snowpack diminished rapidly and stability improved greatly with a warm
spring arriving earlier than the previous year (early April rather than May).
The number of operational days in Torridon was much less during this pilot year. The Torridon area escaped the majority of
the snowfall as dominant South and South Westerly winds deposited precipitation on the more Southerly mountain ranges.
Creag Meagaidh reported the most high hazard days, its geographical location on the border between west and east weather systems and steep mountain topography present a significant set of factors. Hazard level proportions between all 5 full
operation areas were fairly consistent with Considerable or High Hazard avalanche reports being issued between 55% to
61% of the operational days.
The moderate level of hazard occurred for approximately 20-30% (circa 50% in Torridon) of the winter days. Human triggered avalanches are still a possibility at this level and it is often considered by many national avalanche warning agencies
that the Moderate level of hazard presents strong potential for catching people out, the mountain traveller may be off guard,
the areas of instability are often more limited in location and may only be present in isolated, steep places, usually high up in
corries. Additionally, although the snowpack may be moderately stable and or limited in area, the size of a group and its
spacing is critical in how people can load a snowpack with their weight and the triggering of an avalanche becoming possible. Moderate levels of hazard therefore still require vigilance, and a good spacing out of group members in order to minimise
the loading on a slope.
The five hazard levels are defined by the European Avalanche Hazard Warning Scale which is also the recognised scale
worldwide.
Southern Cairngorms

Northern Cairngorms

122 days

126 days

8%

7% 26
48%

24%

28

51%

Creag Meagaidh

Glencoe

121 days

122 days

14%

17%

10%16%

18.18%

21%

48%

47%
Torridon

Lochaber

53 days

125 days

8%

27%

10%17%

40%
22%
53%

51%
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Avalanche Occurrences
Recorded Avalanche Occurrences for the Winter of 2013/14

Avalanche on Ben Nevis

Recorded avalanches are a compilation of observed avalanche occurrences from a number of different sources, namely;SAIS observers in the 5 areas of operation, submitted reports from winter mountain activists and non mountain users.
The SAIS avalanche reporting facility on the website has helped greatly with the public being able to send details of
avalanche occurrence observations which, once verified, provides good information. Observations however require good
visibility and human identification, in this respect avalanche occurrences are recorded only where people can travel in the
mountains or can see clearly from roads and paths. There are many places in the mountain areas where people do not
travel or cannot see when the weather is poor. Therefore it can be assumed that a greater number of avalanche occurrences
have taken place than have been recorded.
The recording of avalanche occurrences is the best indicator of the immediate short term snow stability situation. Avalanche
occurrence location and the reporting of avalanche incidents is therefore very valuable in enabling the SAIS to pass on good
information to the public, provide snowpack stability verification and to illustrate the extent of avalanche occurrences.
The Total number of avalanche occurrences recorded by the SAIS for the winter of 2013/14 was 350. Of this number, 325
were natural and/or cornice release and 25 were incidents triggered by persons. Of of the 25 triggered by persons: 3
avalanche occurrences were purposefully triggered by ski patrol or SAIS observers during the avalanche hazard assessment
process, 9 were triggered by skiers and boarders. 16 were triggered by people on foot. In total, 44 persons were involved in
avalanche incidents, 20 (9 on ski or board, 11 on foot) were carried down in the avalanche, no fatalities.

Human Triggered Avalanche Incidents for Winters 2009 - 2013
2009/10
triggered incidents
fatalities

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

36

18

28

18

25

5

1

0

8

0
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Reaching the Public
SAIS AVALANCHE REPORTS

SAIS Avalanche Reports or accessible with mobile phone,
tablets and online systems and summaries via twitter feed
and Facebook. They are also posted in a variety of locations
such as ski stations, tourist offices and retail outlets.
Avalanche Report views for the period between Dec 2013
and April 2014 was 450,684
Avalanche reports are viewed at locations throughout the UK
and proportionally they are as follows
England 49.86% Scotland 46.99% Northern Ireland 1.47%
Wales 1.55%
SAIS Blogs
Blogs are used by the public to access information about
mountain conditions and snow cover, SAIS forecasters are
on the mountains daily and can
therefore provide information which enables people to make
choices about where there next excursion into the mountains
could be. During the winter period the blogs were
viewed 396,136 times.

SAIS Blog Activity
The information placed on the blog is additional to the observations that the SAIS forecasters carry out on the hill in order to
compile the daily avalanche hazard reports.
We recognise that even one picture can provide a wealth of
information, additionally, if information such as field observations
and experiences can be provided too then this can help the
public best decide where to go. However this may not be possible every day due to visibility and the time available.
For the winter period 20013/14 the area blogs where viewed

516,303 times.
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Working with Agencies and Groups
SEMINARS
Snow and Avalanche
Foundation Of Scotland (SAFOS)
Safety onoriginally
the mountains
top of provides
the agenda
at a special
seminar
at
SAFOS,
formedwas
in 2001,
important
guidance
to held
the Sportscotland
the sportscotland national training centre Glenmore Lodge on April 20. Organised
Avalanche Information Service. The group comprise representatives from, Scottish Nationby the Snow and Avalanche Foundation for Scotland (SAFOS) with
al Outdoor Training Centre, The Met Office,, Mountaineering Council of Scotland , Scottish
assistance from the sportscotland Avalanche Information Service, attendees
Mountain
Training,
Universities
Edinburgh,
Wattstate
and of
Glasgow,
sportscotland,
travelled from
all over
the UK tooftake
stock of Heriot
the current
avalanche
sportscotland
Avalanche
information
service
forecasters
and
co-ordinator.
education in the UK and look at the potential for future developments. The focus SAFOS has a
was onof
getting
basic principles of safe travel in the mountains in winter across
number
rolesthe
including:
to mountain users in a clear and succinct way. A total of 18 human triggered avalanches were recorded this season by the
The provision of advice to sportscotland on the sportscotland Avalanche Information Service;
SAIS, which, although fewer in number than in previous years, resulted in the tragic loss of eight lives.

•

•The seminar
Providing
a forum by
forrepresentatives
discussion of,from
and across
support
research on avalanches
in Scotland;
was attended
thefor,
mountaineering
sector – including
Scottish Mountain
the Mountaineering
Council of Scotland,
British Mountaineering
Council,
British
Mountain
•Rescue, Promoting
a better understanding
of thethe
avalanche
problem amongst
all who
use the
hills in Guides,
winter conditions in conAssociation of Mountaineering Instructors, British Association of Ski Patrollers, Mountain Training UK, Mountain
junction with representative bodies.
Training Scotland, Glenmore Lodge and Play y Brenin (the national mountaineering centres of Scotland and England and

•Wales respectively),
Giving advice
content
and syllabi
for all levels
avalanche training and supporting appropriately qualified
and on
the course
sportscotland
Avalanche
Information
Serviceof(SAIS).
providers.
The meeting continued to build on work initiated at a seminar on decision making in avalanche terrain held in autumn
2011. Work
will now continue
to develop
coreand
avalanche
education
messages
nextthe
winter.
These
will be developed over
Further
information
of the role
of SAFOS
seminars
can be
found on
SAFOS
website
the next few months by key contributors and a leaflet and other resources are planned to be available in autumn 2013.

SEMINARS
Seminar
April
at GlenmoreSLodge
EUROPEAN AVALANCHESAFOS
WARNING
SERVICES
&2013
INTERNATIONAL
NOW SCIENCE
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in the
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conference
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Windy? Seeing avalanche activity indicates an unstable snowpack.
Snow moving around at your feet or on ridges etc indicates
unstable snow is accumulating.

Windy, drifting snow, snowing?
Snowpack
cracks
underfoot?
Is snow
continuing
to accumulate?
Small or large surface cracks, and whoomping sounds
are clear signs of instability.
Cold or Warm?
Low temperatures over a few days (e.g. freezing levels at 900m
and below produces and maintains instabilities in the snowpack,
while warm tempertures and rain at summit levels produce rapid
instabilities in the snowpack).

Uncertain?
Poor visibility?
think there
Can youYou
navigate
well? may be instabilities and/or the weather is poor.

YOU & YOUR PARTY
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Clothing
Other people?
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have the right
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If other people
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it?clothing
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where
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select an
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Check
using wind and
direction,
work
out where
new snow will probably lie. It will usually form on a range
of sheltered
orpack
lee slopes.
Read should
avalanche
report textespecially high
Snow
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are present
in the
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well
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carefully
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where
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unstable
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- note
aspect
and
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snow
may
be
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2cm/hr Monitor
is criticalhow
for the
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instability
behaves
throughout the day. Think ahead: if this is what
andunderfoot
avalanches.
you find here, what does it mean for the rest of your journey?
Read avalanche reports regulalry and research snowpack
Remember
infowhere
from avalanche
but use your senses too history
to identify
avalanche report
snow instabilities
look
feel
constantly.
Instabilities
will persist
in the snowpack
may
be.and
Read
weather
forecasts
daily, noting
weather
when itincluding
is cold. Check
for cracking
underfoot
throughout the day
patterns,
wind speed
and direction,
temperature,
and duringamount
your journey
- note aspects.
precipitation
and freezing
levels. If it is warm, consider
cornice collapse triggering avalanche from above.

YOU & YOUR PARTY
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Snow moving
Windy?around at your feet or on ridges etc indicates
unstableWind
snowabove
is accumulating.
speeds of 15mph will transport snow and
form unstable
windslab.
Windy, drifting snow,
snowing?
Snowpack
underfoot?
Is snow continuing
to cracks
accumulate?
Small or large surface cracks, and whoomping sounds
are clear signs of instability.

YOU & YOUR PARTY

Poor visibility requires
good
navigation
ability
to avoid where and
Poor visibility?
Read published avalanche reports to determine where and
Read requires
published
avalanche
reports
to determine
Using Map and Compass
avalanche
If you
confident,
alternativeinformation from
Can you navigate well? Poor visibility requires good navigation ability to
what level of hazard exists. Get additional information from
what
levelare
of not
hazard
exists.select
Get additional
avoid hazard.
objective in safe other
terrain.
other people who know about the place you are visiting.
people who know about the place you are visiting.
avalanche hazard areas.
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Use the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.
Use the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.
Check to see you have everything you need before starting out.
Equipment and Clothing?
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It istransceivers,
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yousure
are that
confident
in turned
using crampons
Equipment and Clothing
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blown around
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Areofsevere
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this
will
require
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PLANNING
PLANNING
a flexible
a flexible plan.
At home
in theplan.
weeks, days
At home in the weeks, days
Using Map and Compass
Poor visibility requires good navigation ability to avoid
avalanche hazard areas.

Seeing avalanche
Windy? activity indicates an unstable snowpack.

Cold or Warm?
Cold orLow
Warm?
temperatures over a few days (e.g., freezing levels
Low temperatures
over
a few
days (e.g.
levels
at 900min
at 900m and
below
produces
andfreezing
maintains
instabilities
and below
maintains
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in at
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snowpack,
the produces
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WARM TEMPERATURES.
When making any decision in the winter mountains always consider these 3 factors:
WET SNOW PACK

WINDSLAB
When making any decision in the winter mountains always
consider these 3 factors:

Equipment and Clothing?
Otherthe
people?
Do you have
right clothing and equipment, and know
If other
how to use
it? people are around, does that make it ok?

researchers
and practitioners,
who
attend from throughout
the British
world. Mountain Guides,
Rescue,
the Mountaineering
Council
ofService
Scotland,
Mountaineering
Council,
and
the sportscotland
Avalanche Information
(SAIS)the
andBritish
Swiss Avalanche
Foundation
Representatives from the SAIS have presented papers at both ISSW and
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well? on a slope.
Avoidparty)
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Association of Mountaineering Instructors, British Association of Ski Patrollers, Mountain Training UK, Mountain
SLF.
EAWS conferences for many years, and attendance at the seminars
Training Scotland, Glenmore Lodge and Play y Brenin (the national mountaineering centres of Scotland and England and
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of worldwide
The meeting built on work initiated at a seminar
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making
in avalanche
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held in
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Snow is lying on the hills and mountains?
Expect the risk of avalanches in many locations.
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This is the most important phase in evaluating avalanche hazard. By gathering avalanche information and updates on conditions throughout
the winter, you will be better equipped to make the right decisions on any excursion – as well as having an indication of what’s happening
beneath the snow’s surface.
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and hours before setting out.

Is it steep?
Most avalanche occur on slopes steeper than 30˚.

Read published avalanche reports to determine where and
what level of hazard exists. Do you understand what the

hazard level actually means in your chosen location? Use
YOUR
JOURNEY
the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.

Carefully read avalanche reports, maps and guide books
to identify potentially hazardous places.
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What is happening around you?
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Snow distribution continually changes, especially during
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above speeds
of 15mph.
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from these
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Slope stability?
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especially in poor visibility.
This will require good navigation and constant evaluation
of avalanche hazard, especially in poor visibility.
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Throughout your

Always look at the landscape around you and observe where
What is happening around you?
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What slope aspects will you encounter? mountain journey.
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Carefully read avalanche reports, maps and guide books
to identify potentially hazardous places.
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It usually
forms on a range of sheltered or lee slopes.
Read
SHAPED
AREAS
Attention!
avalanche report to determine where other unstable
places
A surface
grain type that may
may be or speak to people who have current knowledge
present snowpack instability
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with subsequent snowfalls.
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Does it feel right?

a flexible plan.

and hours before setting out.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Complex terrain?
CONVEXITIES
This will require good navigation
and constant evaluation
of avalanche hazard, especially in poor visibility.

CORNICES

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

What slope aspects will you encounter?
Wind will transport snow and form unstable windslab
above speeds of 15mph.

SURFACE GRAINS

What is happening around you?
Snow distribution continually changes, especially during
Convex (bulging) slopes?
6 windy days.
Avalanches will release from these locations if instabilities are p
Complex terrain?
This will require
good navigation and consideration of
Slope stability?
avalanche hazard especially in poor visibility.
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ORKSHOP
advice which can then be provided to the public and other agencies.
Additionally, presentations on Scottish Avalanche

The SAIS is member of the European Avalanche Warning Service which comprises 16 countries that pro-

Hazard and associated subjects have been presented to the following groups.

vide avalanche information services. The organisation meets annually in order to develop harmonisation,
The SAIS is member of the European Avalanche Warning Services which comprises 16 countries and
exchange information, ideas, methods and findings, it also provides a useful portal through its website
provides avalanche information services. The organisation meets annually to develop harmonisation,
Association of Mountaineering
Instructors - to
at access
Glenmore
Lodge avalanche reports, multilingual information and glossaries. The
www.avalanches.org
national
exchange information, ideas, methods and findings. It also provides a useful portal through its website
Scottish Mountain Rescue
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- in Braemar
and Lochaber
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in North
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Avalanche Education
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Development
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Britishand
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Switzerland,) it exists to facilitate the interdisciplinary
of ideas
experiences
snow
SAIS presented at EAWS Barcelona Oct 2013 outlining collaboration initiatives being carried out by multiple UK agencies
science researchers and practitioners, who attend from throughout the world.
The International Snow Science Workshop conference held in October
Representatives from the SAIS have presented papers at both ISSW and EAWS conferences. for many years and atten2013 in Grenoble, France was also attended. This exists to facilitate the
dance at the seminars provides an essential opportunity to keep abreast of worldwide developments and initiatives. This
interdisciplinary exchange of ideas and experiences between snow science
enables the SAIS to remain at the forefront of avalanche forecasting and snowpack knowledge. This information can be
researchers and practitioners, who attend from throughout the world.
10
utilised both in forecasting methods, public avalanche reports, education and the dissemination of new developments
to
Representatives from the SAIS have presented papers at both ISSW and
agencies and individuals.
EAWS conferences for many years, and attendance at the seminars
provides an essential opportunity to keep abreast of worldwide
developments and initiatives. This enables the SAIS to remain at the forefront of avalanche forecasting and snowpack
knowledge. This information can be utilised both in forecasting
methods, public avalanche reports, education and the
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dissemination of new developments to agencies and individuals.

MOUNTAINEERING ORGANISATIONS

1

Mountaineering Organisations
Throughout the winter season the SAIS provides information with agencies and organisations such as: the Scottish Government , the Mountaineering Council of Scotland and the Scottish Mountain Safety Forum, National Outdoor Training Centres
and Joint services providing important avalanche hazard information and advice which can then be provided to the public
and other agencies. Additionally presentations on Scottish Avalanche Hazard and associated subjects have been presented to the following groups.
British Association of Ski Patrollers. - Scotland
Association of Mountaineering Instructors - Glenmore Lodge
Mountain Training UK association
RAF and Joint Services Training
Scottish Mountain Rescue Avalanche Training - Braemar
British Mountain Guides

Met Office
Throughout the winter, daily forecasts are provided to us by the Met Office which we use for the creation
of the avalanche hazard forecasts. The weather information has been designed especially for us by the
Met Office, with data from their super-computer being supplied to the Met office team of weather forecasters in Aberdeen. We liase daily with the Aberdeen team in order to get the most up to date information.
In addition to the daily weather forecasts a number of further areas of collaboration are being carried out:
•

Delivery of public awareness messages at key times

•

Improved links to the avalanche hazard assessments from Met Office mountain forecasts

•

Use of other media, including video, to visually depict the conditions in the mountains so that the potential impact of
weather, visibility and underfoot conditions can be presented to the public.

SAIS Developments
Torridon - a pilot avalanche forecasting service for 2013/14

Following the initial launch during 2012/13 and the provision of avalanche hazard reports for peak periods during winter the
season. The SAIS will be continuing with this service in the North-West Highlands but on a more regular basis with hazard
forecast provision during peak holiday periods and every weekend throughout the winter. The SAIS are grateful for the cooperation from SNH who will be supporting us with base facilities at Kinlochewe.
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SAIS launches new website
The SAIS reviews how it presents information on a continual basis, gathering feedback and developing new ideas, these
have been incorporated into the new website which will be launched for this winter
Information regarding snowpack history, ready access to the
most recent avalanche reports, mountain condition information
via blogs and weather forecasts will all be accessible from one
location. The website has been reactively designed for optimisation with desktop computers, tablets and smartphones.

Avalanche maps have been upgraded and continue to provide up
to date information on the location of avalanche activity, providing key information on snow stability in respect of altitudes,
aspects, and locations. A great resource to add to the avalanche reports.

Snow profiles are upgraded with additional information which will help interpretation.
Info icons will appear when the hardness of layers or temperature gradients become
potentially significant.

Advice

Advice

included in the online avalanche information
reports.
Snow moving around at your feet or on ridges etc indicates

new snow is accumulating and select an alternative.
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patterns, including wind speed and direction, temperature,
precipitation amount and freezing levels.

WINDSLAB
When making any decision in the winter mountains always
consider these 3 factors:

WARM TEMPERATURES.
When making any decision in the winter mountains always consider these 3 factors:
WET SNOW PACK

RESOURCES

RESOURCES

RESOURCES

Note the aspect where the avalanche took pla
observed signs of instability, avoid slopes of s

Windy, drifting snow, snowing?
Is snow continuing to accumulate?

Snow pack instabilities should be expected, e
up in gullies and at the tops of slopes. Snow
at rates greater than 2cm/hr is critical for inc
and avalanches.

Makegood
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collectively
and
only proceed when everyone
Poor visibility requires requires
navigation
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is confident.
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pressing
on because you think others want
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not confident,
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Uncertain?
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Be open to changing your plan.
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Avalanches can occur on a slope even if trac
already present. Weaknesses in the snowpac
to small areas but once triggered can effect

Monitor your progress if the
snow isadeep
the winter
conditions
Keeping
goodand
distance
apart
is always good practice when
are severe. If terrain is remote,
steepand
andreduces
complex,exposure
good mountain
travelling
to avalanche involvement.
skills and fitness will be vital.
If you
are where
unsure,toconsider
Think
about
stop. an
alternative plan.

Party Management
Avoid grouping together on a slope.

Keeping a good distance apart is always goo
travelling and reduces exposure to avalanche
Think about where to stop.

This will be accessible via the “Learn
About Avalanches” tab.

Windy, drifting snow, snowing?
Snowpack
cracks
underfoot?
Is snow
continuing
to accumulate?
Small or large surface cracks, and whoomping sounds
are clear signs of instability.

Snow pack instabilities should be expected, especially high
Weaknesses are present in
snowpack,
as windslab
upthe
in gullies
andas
at well
the tops
of slopes. Snow accumulating
- note aspect and select alternative.
Monitor
how
the snowpack
at rates greater
than
2cm/hr
is critical for increased instability
behaves underfoot throughout
the day. Think ahead: if this is what
and avalanches.
you find here, what does it mean for the rest of your journey?

Cold or Warm?
Low temperatures over a few days (e.g. freezing levels at 900m
and below produces and maintains instabilities in the snowpack,
while warm tempertures and rain at summit levels produce rapid
instabilities in the snowpack).

Remember info from avalanche report but use your senses too look and feel constantly. Instabilities will persist in the snowpack
when it is cold. Check for cracking underfoot throughout the day
and during your journey - note aspects. If it is warm, consider
cornice collapse triggering avalanche from above.

Uncertain?
Poor visibility?
think there
Can youYou
navigate
well? may be instabilities and/or the weather is poor.

Snow moving around at your feet or on ridges etc indicates
unstable snow is accumulating.

Equipment and Clothing?
Otherthe
people?
Do you have
right clothing and equipment, and know
If other
how to use
it? people are around, does that make it ok?
Are the Party
conditions
different to what you expected?
Management
Are you (and
coping
well? on a slope.
Avoidparty)
grouping
together

Does it feel right?

If you are feeling uncertain there may be a good reason.

YOU & YOUR PARTY

Check to see you have everything you need before starting out.
It isIf essential
that youtransceivers,
are occur
confident
using
crampons
Avalanches
can
on
ainslope
if tracks
or people are
you are
wearing
make
sureeven
that
they
are turned
and
axes,
asyour
itpresent.
is important
to travel
to
avoid
already
Weaknesses
snowpack
may be confined
onice
and
check
partner’s
too.
Carryinsecurely
athe
probe
and
shovel.
avalanche-prone
slopes.but
If you
on skis or
to small areas
onceare
triggered
cansnowboard,
effect the whole slope.
it is important that you carry transceivers, probes and
shovels
– Keeping
and
are
well-practiced
using
Monitor
yourthat
progress
if distance
the
snow apart
is deep
the them.
winterpractice
conditions
ayou
good
isinand
always
good
when
are severe.
If terrain
remote, exposure
steep andtocomplex,
good
mountain
travelling
andisreduces
avalanche
involvement.
Areskills
youand
fitThink
for
travelling
in
deep
snow?
Are
severe
winter
fitness
will
be
vital.
If
you
are
unsure,
consider
an
about where to stop.
conditions
a possibility
(windy, blizzards, hard and icy
alternative
plan.
snow surface)? If the terrain is remote, steep and complex,
If you are
feeling
uncertain
may
behave
a good reason.
this will require
good
mountain
skills.there
Ensure
you

If you cannot see slope shapes and you belie
unstable, or if you are uncertain, consider alt

Avalanche activity or unstable snow?
Seeing avalanche activity indicates an unstable snowpack.

Note the aspect where the avalanche took place and avoid
slopes of similar aspect. Note the aspect where the avalanche took place. If you have

YOU & YOUR PARTY

Are the conditions different to what you expected?
Party Management
Are youtogether
(and party)
Avoid grouping
on acoping
slope. well?
Experience
You must be equipped, skilled and prepared for your
particular trip.
Does it feel right?

Make requires
decisions
collectively
and
only proceed
when
everyone
Poor
visibility
requires
good
navigation
abilityand
to
avoid
Read
published
avalanche
reports
to determine
where
confident.
Avoid
pressing
on because
think
avalanche
hazard.
you are
not
confident,
selectyou
alternative
what
levelisof
hazard If
exists.
Get
additional
information
from others want
to in
continue.
Are
you fatigued?
Is the
objective
safe know
terrain.
other
people
who
about
the place you
areweather
visiting.intimidating?
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Be open
to to
changing
yourangles
plan. and shape.
Use the contour
tool
check slope

Advice

Poor visibility?
Considerably limits your ability to make safe route
choices and may expose you to avalanche hazard.

you cannot
see
and you believe that slopes are
Consider large scale, saferIfterrain
features
forslope
travel.shapes
Accurate
unstable,
if you unstable
are uncertain,
navigation will be necessary
to avoidor
potential
slopes.consider alternative plans.

observed
signs of- instability,
avoid
slopes of similar aspect.
Snowpack instabilities should
be expected
note aspects
where
new snow is accumulating and select an alternative.

YOU & YOUR PARTY

Equipment and Clothing?
andclothing
Clothing
Other people?
Do youEquipment
have the right
and equipment, and know
Good
is essential for managing
If other people
doesand
thatequipment
make it ok?
how toare
usearound,
it?clothing
yourself safely in winter conditions.

Advice

Attention!

Advice

Windy? Seeing avalanche activity indicates an unstable snowpack.

Does it feel right?

If you are feeling uncertain there may be a g

a flexible plan.

and hours before setting out.

GUIDeLINES
FOR WALKERS, SKIERS, CLIMBERS,
and SNOWBOARDERS
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What is happening around you?
snow is lying or where unstable slopes could be. Use this
Snow distribution continually changes, especially during
convexities,
these
are places
Convex (bulging) slopes?
information throughoutAvoid
the day
to help you
choose
safer where the snowpack is
6 windy days.
under greatest stress, activity here may trigger an avalanche.
Avalanches will release from these locations if instabilities are present.
routes to travel.
Complex terrain?
This will require
good navigation and consideration of
Slope stability?
avalanche hazard especially in poor visibility.

1

Good route finding is essential for avoiding unstable
slopes and the threat ofItbeing
confined
is notcarried
alwaysinto
possible
to beplaces
certain about the stability of
by avalanches.
a slope. If you are concerned, choose safer route options,
consider
or retreat.
Remember
you can always
Carefully read avalanche
reportsalternatives
and relate this
information
to
backpotentially
another day.
maps and guide books come
to identify
hazardous places.

Uncertain?
Not sure about your location or your options.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Complex terrain?
This will require good navigation and consideration of
Slope stability?
Complex
avalanche
hazardterrain?
especially in poor visibility.
This will require good navigation and constant evaluation
of avalanche hazard, especially in poor visibility.

Consider
consequences
an avalanche small or large.
Consider alternative routes
and safer
terrain. Beof
aware
Are you
in narrow
valleys,
below or above cliffs and
of collapsing cornices and/or
people
above
you triggering
boulders? These can all worsen the avalanche effect.
an avalanche.
Avoid these places if you are uncertain or instability
is present.
Choose
alternative
route.
Always look at the landscape
around
you and
observe where

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

What is happening around you?
What slope aspects will you encounter?
Snow distribution continually changes, especially during
Wind
will transport snow and form unstable windslab
Convex (bulging)
slopes?
windy days.
above speeds
of 15mph.
Avalanches will release
from these
locations if instabilities are present.

UnstableUncertain?
slopes?
aboutproposed
your location
or your
options.
Can you Not
see sure
that your
journey
crosses
identified
unstable slopes or are you are uncertain?

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Carefully read avalanche reports, maps and guide books
to identify potentially hazardous places.
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Read
published
avalanche
reports
and
Consider
consequences
ofto
andetermine
avalanche
small
or large.
Consider
alternative
routes
and
safer
terrain.where
Be
aware
what
level
hazard
exists.
Do you
understand
what
theand
Areofyou
in narrow
valleys,
below
or above
cliffs
of collapsing
cornices
and/or
people
above
you
triggering
hazard
level
actually
means
chosen
location? Use
boulders?
These
can in
allyour
worsen
the avalanche
effect.
an avalanche.
the contour
tool
to check
and shape.
Avoid
these
placesslope
if youangles
are uncertain
or instability 9
present.
Choose
alternative
Alwaysis look
at the
landscape
aroundroute.
you and observe where
Look at a map to determine where new snow may lie.
snow is lying or where unstable slopes could be. Use this
It usuallyAvoid
forms on a rangethese
of sheltered
or lee
slopes.
aretoplaces
where
theRead
snowpack
is
information convexities,
throughout the day
help you
choose
safer
avalanche
report
to determine
where other
unstable
places
greatest
stress, activity
here may
trigger
an avalanche.
routesunder
to travel.
may be or speak to people who have current knowledge
of the area, like ski patrol or trusted local climbers.
Good route finding is essential for avoiding unstable
slopesItand
thealways
threatpossible
of beingtocarried
into confined
is not
be certain
about theplaces
stability of
Good
navigation
is essential
to safer
avoidroute options,
by avalanches.
a slope. Ifand
youroute
are finding
concerned,
choose
unstable
slopes
and
the threatreports
of
carried
intothis
bad
places
consider
alternatives
or being
retreat.
Remember
you
can always
Carefully
read
avalanche
and
relate
information
to
(e.g.,
terrain
orbooks
convextoslopes)
by potentially
even small hazardous
avalanches.places.
come
back
another
day.
maps
andtraps
guide
identify
Carefully read avalanche reports, maps and guide books
to identify potentially hazardous places.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Throughout your

Always look at the landscape around you and observe where
What is happening around you?
Look at a map to determine where new snow may lie.
What slope aspects will you encounter? mountain journey.
snow is lying or where unstable slopes could be. Use this
Snow distribution continually changes, especially during
It usually forms on a range of sheltered or lee slopes. Read
Wind will transport
snow and form unstableAdvice
windslab
Attention!
Advice windy days.
information throughout the day to help you choose safer
avalanche report to determine where other unstable places
above speeds of
15mph.
Cornices
that may present a
Cornices will become unstable,
Look for signs of sparkling snow
routes to travel.
especially during stormy periods
may be or speak to people who have current knowledge
crystals on the surface. Note
providing an avalanche trigger. with
drifting
snow and in heavyof the area, like ski patrol or trusted local climbers.
affected slopes and be alert to
KEY
PLACES
Good
route
finding is essential for avoiding unstable
Complex terrain?
thaws. Look
above
you for
new snowfall.
At
key
places/times
slopesNote
and
the threat of being carried into confined places
This will require good navigation and consideration of
cornice threats.
affected
Complex
by during
avalanches.
avalanche hazard especially
in poorterrain?
visibility.
instances
the day.Good navigation and route finding is essential to avoid
slopes,
select
safe terrain.
unstable slopes
andand
the relate
threat this
of being
carried into
This will require good navigation and constant evaluation
Carefully read avalanche
reports
information
to bad places
terrain
traps orpotentially
convex slopes)
by evenplaces.
small avalanches.
of avalanche hazard, especially in poor visibility. maps and guide(e.g.,
books
to identify
hazardous

Is it
steep?
Uncertain?
Unstable
slopes?
Most
avalanche
occur
on journey
slopes steeper
30˚.
Not sure about
your
or proposed
your
options.
Can you
seelocation
that your
crossesthan
identified
unstable slopes or are you are uncertain?

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Readroutes
published
reports
to determine where and
Is it steep?
Consider alternative
and avalanche
safer terrain.
Be aware
Unstable slopes?
what level
of hazard
understand what the
Most avalanche
occur on
slopes steeper than 30˚.of collapsing cornices
and/or
peopleexists.
aboveDo
youyou
triggering
Can you see that your proposed
journey crosses
identified
avalanche. hazard level actually means in your chosen location? Use
unstable slopes or are you are uncertain?
YOURanJOURNEY
the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Carefully read avalanche reports, maps and guide books
to identify potentially hazardous places.

Snow moving
Windy?around at your feet or on ridges etc indicates
unstableWind
snowabove
is accumulating.
speeds of 15mph will transport snow and
form unstable
windslab.
Windy, drifting snow,
snowing?
Snowpack
underfoot?
Is snow continuing
to cracks
accumulate?
Small or large surface cracks, and whoomping sounds
are clear signs of instability.

YOU & YOUR PARTY
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It usually
forms on a range of sheltered or lee slopes.
Read
SHAPED
AREAS
Attention!
avalanche report to determine where other unstable
places
A surface
grain type that may
may be or speak to people who have current knowledge
present snowpack instability
the area, like ski patrol or trusted local climbers.
with subsequent snowfalls.
KEYofPLACES
Develops during calm, cold
At key places/times
and clear periods, especially
Goodduring
navigation
and route finding is essential to avoid
instances
the day.
overnight.
unstable slopes and the threat of being carried into bad places
(e.g., terrain traps or convex slopes) by even small avalanches.

Poor visibility?
Poor visibility?
your
ability
to make
safe route
You will Considerably
not be able tolimits
make
route
choice
observations.
choices and may expose you to avalanche hazard.
Avalanche activity?
Seeing avalanche
an unstable
Avalancheactivity
activityindicates
or unstable
snow? snowpack.

observed
signs of
instability,
avoid slopes
of similar
aspect.
Snowpack
instabilities
should
be expected
- note aspects
where
new map
snowand,
is accumulating
select an
alternative.
Check
using wind and
direction,
work
out where
new snow will probably lie. It will usually form on a range
of sheltered
orpack
lee slopes.
Read should
avalanche
report textespecially high
Snow
instabilities
be expected,
Weaknesses
are present
in the
the tops
snowpack,
well
as windslab
carefully
to determine
the at
places
where
newasand
unstable
up
in gullies
and
of slopes.
Snow
accumulating
- note
aspect
and
selectthan
alternative.
snowpack
snow
may
be
accumulating.
at
rates
greater
2cm/hr Monitor
is criticalhow
for the
increased
instability
behaves
throughout the day. Think ahead: if this is what
andunderfoot
avalanches.
you find here, what does it mean for the rest of your journey?
Read avalanche reports regulalry and research snowpack
Remember
infowhere
from avalanche
but use your senses too history
to identify
avalanche report
snow instabilities
look
feel
constantly.
Instabilities
will persist
in the snowpack
may
be.and
Read
weather
forecasts
daily, noting
weather
when
it
is
cold.
Check
for
cracking
underfoot
throughout
the
day
patterns, including wind speed and direction, temperature,
and duringamount
your journey
- note aspects.
precipitation
and freezing
levels. If it is warm, consider
cornice collapse triggering avalanche from above.

YOU & YOUR PARTY

CORNICES

Attention!
Attention!

Read
published
avalanche
reports
and consider
weather
If you
cannot
shapes
and
believe
that slopes are
Consider
large
scale,see
saferslope
terrain
features
foryou
travel.
Accurate
forecasts
for wind,
precipitation
and temperature.
unstable,
if you are
uncertain,
consider
alternative
navigation
will beor
necessary
to avoid
potential
unstable
slopes. plans.
Obtain any additional information from other people or
Note the aspect
whereand
the avalanche
place and
avoid
organisations
on where
what level took
of hazard
exists.
slopesNote
of similar
aspect.where the avalanche took place. If you have
the aspect

Seeing avalanche
Windy? activity indicates an unstable snowpack.

Uncertain?
Poor visibility?
Using Map and Compass
You think Can
thereyou
may
bevisibility
instabilities
and/or
the weather
is poor.
navigate
well?
Poor
requires
good
navigation
ability to avoid
avalanche hazard areas.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

Throughout your
Look
at
a map to determine where new snow may lie.
AVOID
CONVEX
mountain
journey.

DECISION

YOU & YOUR PARTY

SURFACE GRAINS

Read published avalanche reports to determine where and
what level of hazard exists. Do you understand what the
hazard level actually means in your chosen location? Use
YOUR
JOURNEY
the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.
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YOU & YOUR PARTY

and hours before setting out.

MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE

aluation

YOU & YOUR PARTY

lab

DECISION

Advice
Advice
Advice

Snow is lying on the hills and mountains?
Poor visibility?
Poor visibility?
riskto
avalanches
in many
locations.
Considerably
your
ability
toofmake
make
safe route
You limits
willExpect
not
bethe
able
route
choice
observations.
choices and may expose you to avalanche hazard.
Avalanche activity?
Seeing
avalanche
activity
indicates an unstable snowpack.
Avalanche
activity
or unstable
snow?

Cold or Warm?
Cold orLow
Warm?
temperatures over a few days (e.g., freezing levels
Low temperatures
over
a few
days (e.g.
levels
at 900min
at 900m and
below
produces
andfreezing
maintains
instabilities
and below
maintains
instabilities
in at
thesummit
snowpack,
the produces
snowpack,and
while
warm temps
and rain
levels
while warm
tempertures
and raininatthe
summit
levels produce rapid
produce
rapid instabilities
snowpack).
instabilities in the snowpack).

when
it is cold. patterns,
Check forincluding
crackingwind
underfoot
the temperature,
day
and below produces and the
maintains
instabilities
in the
snowpack,
speedthroughout
and direction,
snowpack,
while warm
temps
and rain at summit
levels
and during yourprecipitation
journey - note
aspects.
it is warm,
consider
while warm tempertures produce
and rainrapid
at summit
levelsinproduce
rapid
amount
andIffreezing
levels.
instabilities
the snowpack).
cornice collapse triggering avalanche from above.
instabilities in the snowpack).

Poor visibility requires
good
navigation
ability
to avoid where and
Poor visibility?
Read requires
published
avalanche
reports
to determine
Using Map and Compass
avalanche
If you
confident,
alternativeinformation from
Can you navigate well? Poor visibility requires good navigation ability to
what
levelare
of not
hazard
exists.select
Get additional
o avoid
avoid hazard.
objective in safe other
terrain.
people who know about the place you are visiting.
avalanche hazard areas.
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Use the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.
Check to see you have everything you need before starting out.
Equipment and Clothing?
It is essential that you are confident in using crampons
It istransceivers,
essential that
yousure
are that
confident
in turned
using crampons
Equipment
and Clothing
If you are wearing
make
they are
Do you have the right clothing
and equipment,
and know
valanche
hazard,
Avalanche
hazard,
You
and
your
parties’
The
landscape
you
You
and
your
parties’
The
landscape
yousecurely to avoid
and ice axes, as it is important to travel securely to avoid
andpartner’s
ice axes,too.
as Carry
it is important
to travel
Advice
aging
Good clothing Attention!
and equipment is essential for
managing
on and check your
a probe and
shovel.
how to use it?
weather and avalanche-prone
weather
and
personal
skillsIfand
to visit.
personal
skills and
Wetwinter
snow instabilities
due
to
Look for signs of natural
or avalanche-prone
slopes.
you are on skis intend
or snowboard,
slopes. intend
If you to
arevisit.
on skis or snowboard,
yourself safely in
conditions.
ountain conditions.
mountain conditions.
experience.
easily displaced snow ballsexperience.
Attention!
Advice
it is important that
you carry transceivers, probes
and
it is important that you carry transceivers, probes and
rainfall
saturating the snowpack. rolling downslope
your
feet.
Weaknesses
Look for signs
of snow
being
shovels – and that you are well-practiced in using
them. developing in
shovelsif –the
and
thatis you
well-practiced
in using them.
Monitorfrom
your
progress
snow
deepare
and
the winter conditions
Are
the conditions
different to what you
expected?
Produces deep and heavy snow Look above
cornice threats.
the snowpack due to wind
blown around
or snow
cracking
areforsevere.
If terrain is remote, steep and complex, good mountain
Are
you (and
party) coping well?
avalanches, especially
with factors
Note affected
slopes,
select
transportation
of snow and
the underfoot. Note affected slopes,
CRACKING
hese
factorsFORMATIONS
should
during
each
these
3 important
phases:
These
should
befitness
considered
each
ofdeep
these
3 important
Are
you fitbe
forconsidered
travelling in deep
snow?
Areofsevere
winter
Are
fitduring
for
travelling
in
snow?
Are severephases:
winter
Experience
skills and
will you
be vital.
If you
are unsure,
consider
an
rainfall at summit levels.
safe terrain.
formation
select safe terrain.
s signs of weakness
in the snow
pack (windy, blizzards, hard and
conditions
a possibility
icy of windslab.
our
You must be equipped, skilled and prepared for your
alternative plan.conditions a possibility (windy, blizzards, hard and icy
snow surface)? If the terrain is remote, steep and complex,
snow surface)? If the terrain is remote, steep and complex,
particular trip.
this will require good mountain skills. Ensure you have
this will require good mountain skills. Ensure you have
PLANNING
PLANNING
a flexible
a flexible plan.
At home
in theplan.
weeks, days
At home in the weeks, days
Read published avalanche reports to determine where and
what level of hazard exists. Get additional information from
other people who know about the place you are visiting.
Use the contour tool to check slope angles and shape.

Attention!
Attention!
Attention!

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

Readsafer
published
and consider weather
Consider large scale,
terrain avalanche
features for reports
travel. Accurate
precipitation
andslopes.
temperature.
navigation will beforecasts
necessaryfor
to wind,
avoid potential
unstable
Obtain any additional information from other people or

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

Advice

Snow is lyingWEAK
on the LAYERS
hills and mountains?

KEY PLACES DURING YOUR DAY

the timehave
you reach
theunderstanding
foot of a key slope
during
your journey,
shouldyou
be set
wellout.
aware
of the avalanche
– through
careful planning
You shouldByalready
a good
of the
avalanche
hazardyoubefore
Throughout
the dayhazard
you should
continually
observe and from making observations By the time you reach the foot of a key slope during your journey, you should be well aware of the avalanche hazard – through careful planning and from
throughout
the day. Ifboth
you are
not, youand
will around
be at a huge
the on
knowledge
andhazards
understanding
to make
good decisions.
throughout the day. If you are not, you will be at a huge disadvantage, without the knowledge and understanding to make good decisions. At key places,
weather and
snow conditions
underfoot
you –disadvantage,
and considerwithout
its effect
avalanche
along your
planned
route. At key places, consider your own
condition. Are you fatigued? How is your party? Is the weather poor? Be open to changing your plan.
condition. Are you fatigued? How is your party? Is the weather poor? Be open to changing your plan.

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

Attention!

Poor visibility?

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

WIND EXPOSED RIDGE

The ‘Be Avalanche Aware’ initiative is
available on the website both as an interactive programme and as a pdf download.

PLACES DURING
YOURKEY
MOUNTAIN
JOURNEYYOUR DAY

By the timeYou
youshould
reach
footmost
ofhave
aimportant
keya slope
during
journey,
youavalanche
should
be hazard
well
of the
hazard
–and
through
careful
planning
and from making
observations
Thisthe
is the
inyour
evaluating
hazard.
Byaware
gathering
avalanche
information
updates
on
throughout
already
good phase
understanding
of avalanche
the
before
youavalanche
set out.
Throughout
the
day
youconditions
should continually
observe
throughoutweather
the day.the
If you
areyou
not,will
youbewill
be atequipped
a huge disadvantage,
without
the knowledge
understanding
to make
goodalong
decisions.
Atplanned
key
places,
consider your own
winter,
better
to and
makearound
the right
decisions
on
any excursion
– asonwell
as having
an indication
ofyour
what’s
happening
and
snow
conditions
both
underfoot
you
– and
consider
itsand
effect
avalanche
hazards
route.
condition. Are you fatigued?
How
is your
party? Is the weather poor? Be open to changing your plan.
beneath the
snow’s
surface.

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

OSITION

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

Attention!

mean?
Expect
the risk
of avalanches
in many locations.
You will not be able to make
route
choice
observations.

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

WEATHER & CONDITIONS

Read published avalanche reports and consider weather
forecasts for wind, precipitation and temperature.
What do these diagrams
Obtain any additional information from other people or

Note the aspect organisations
where the avalanche
tookand
place
and
avoid
Avalanche
on where
and what IN
levelTHE
of hazard
exists.
where
what
level
of hazard
exists.
These
show
snow stability observations
whichactivity?
the
DENTIFYINGorganisations
AVALANCHE
HAZARD
HILLS
ANDtheMOUNTAINS
IDENTIFYING AVALANCHE
HAZARDonIN
THE
HILLS
AND
MOUNTAINS
slopes of similar aspect.
Seeing avalanche activity indicates an unstable snowpack.
avalanche
forecaster considers most important
and are
HROUGHOUT THE WINTER IS A CHALLENGING
PROCESS.
THROUGHOUTSnowpack
THE WINTER
A CHALLENGING
PROCESS.
instabilitiesIS
should
be expected - note aspects
where
Windy?

ATJOURNEY
HOME
KEY PLACES
DURING
YOUR
DAY
YOURPLANNING
MOUNTAIN
RESOURCES

the most important
phase
in evaluating
avalanche
gathering
avalanche
and updates
on conditions
You should already have a This
goodisunderstanding
of the
avalanche
hazard
beforehazard.
you setByout.
Throughout
the information
day you should
continually
observethroughout
theboth
winter,
you will beand
better
equipped
makeconsider
the rightitsdecisions
on avalanche
any excursionhazards
– as well
as having
indication
of what’s happening
weather and snow conditions
underfoot
around
you –to and
effect on
along
your an
planned
route.
beneath the snow’s surface.

RESOURCES

RESOURCES

AVALANCHE HAZARD
& TRAVEL ADVICE TABLE
RESOURCES

HOW TO USE THESE GUIDELINES
YOUR MOUNTAINPLANNING
JOURNEY AT HOME
KEY SNOW
STABILITY OBSERVATIONS
RESOURCES

HOW TO USE THESE GUIDELINES

hazard. By gathering avalanche information and updates on conditions throughout
ecisions on any excursion – as well as having an indication of what’s happening

Consider consequences of an avalanche sma
Are you in narrow valleys, below or above cli
boulders? These can all worsen the avalanch
Avoid these places if you are uncertain or ins
is present. Choose alternative route.

Convex (bulging) slopes?
6
Avalanches will release from these locations if instabilities are present.

Avoid convexities, these are places where the
under greatest stress, activity here may trigge

Slope stability?

It is not always possible to be certain about th
a slope. If you are concerned, choose safer ro
consider alternatives or retreat. Remember yo
come back another day.

Support and Sponsorship
The SAIS are supported by many agencies and organisations who provide help in many ways, equipment and clothing, the
provision of facilities from where we carry out our operation, mountain access and with support from many individuals who
recognise the service that we provide to the public. We are very grateful for all the help we are given and would like to thank
all those who provide support and enable us to carry out our work for the avalanche service in a more effective way.

In the field we rely on good quality clothing and equipment to carry out our task and to remain safe. Therefore careful consideration
is given to sponsors who provide us with our essential gear.

We are pleased to continue our relationship with Mountain Equipment who provide us with well designed and functional equipment that works well in all the
weather conditions experienced in a Scottish winter. This allows us to carry out
our job with confidence, comfort and with protection from the elements.

Collaboration continues with WL GORE & Associates, our work environment providing appropriate diverse
weather conditions and the variety of mountain activities needed for the field testing of GORE-TEX & Windstopper fabrics and the development of the GORETEX PRO fabric. Real world feedback from the SAIS forecast
team is used as part of their research and development process for developing next generation technologies.

Avalanche transceivers, shovels and avalanche probes are provided to the SAIS by Back Country Access through
the their UK distributors ANATOM and are used daily by the SAIS forecasting team when carrying out field
observations

We are provided with media resources to enable us capture images and movie clips which are used to enhance
condition reports and for other public information initiatives.
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